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Introduction 
Let G be a finite group and R a Dedekind domain with quotient field K of 
characteristic zero. We shall be concerned with the RG-lattices (finitely-generated 
RG-modules which are projective over R and how, by considering the Tate cohomo- 
logy A*(G; M) and certain other homological functors, we can obtain information 
on the structure of these lattices or even manage to determine them up to some sort 
of equivalence. 
In Section 1 we derive a criterion for a trivial lattice to split off an RG-lattice. 
The prototype for this is Theorem 1 .l, which states that a ZG-lattice A4 has the 
trivial lattice Z as a direct summand if @‘(G; M) has an element of order ICI. In 
Section 2 we record various properties of the stable category of RG-lattices and 
show how the theorems of Section 1 can be generalised in this setting to get Theorem 
2.2. In Section 3 we show how to construct lattices analogous to path spaces and 
cone spaces in topology. These arise naturally in calculations and also provide a con- 
venient way of describing or constructing lattices (up to equivalence), which can 
otherwise be exceedingly difficult to describe. Finally we give an application of this 
to group actions on a CW-complex. 
1. Splitting theorems 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a finite group and let M be a ZG-lattice. Then fi’(G; M) 
contains an element of order ]Gj if and only if M contains the trivial ZG-lattice Z 
as a direct summand. 0 
This is a special case of the next theorem. Note that if M is an RG-lattice, then 
E?‘(G; M) is naturally an R-module. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let G be a finite group and let R be a Dedekind domain. If M is an 
RG-lattice, then I?‘(G; R)=R/lGIR is a sub-R-module of I?‘(G; M) if and only if 
a non-zero ideal R’ of the trivial RG-lattice R is a direct summand of M. 
Proof. The if part is clear. For the other direction recall that 
fi’(G; M) = MG/N,M 
where 
M’={mEM:gm=m for allgEG} and No= C g. 
gcd 
Let XE MC be such that its image REA’(G; M) generates an R-submodule R/IGjR. 
We get a homomorphism i : R -+ M by defining i(r) = rx, so by construction 
i,:r?“(G;R)=RR/jGIR+I?o(G;M) 
is injective. 
Let L be the kernel of the norm map: 
NG 
O-L+M-NoM+O. 
LG = 0 since (K OR M)G = K OR No M, thus the long exact sequence for cohomology 
gives 
O+E?‘(G; M)- NG* I?‘(G; N~M)E(R/IGIR)~, 
where r= rank,(NoM). Choose a projection j: (R/IGIR)“+ R/IGIR such that 
j(N&) is a generator. This lifts to a homomorphism 
J-: NoMaR’+ R. 
Consider the composition R AM% N,M 
r 
AR. It must be multiplication by 
some m E R, yet it is an isomorphism mod ICI so m is prime to IGI. Thus if we 
localise at any prime p of R which divides IG I, then R, is a direct summand of Mp 
since m _ ‘TNo i = idRp . Hence R’= im(_?) splits off M (because M is an extension of 
R’ by J= ker(J), which is determined by an element of Extko(R, J); but this must 
be 0 since it is 0 at each prime). 0 
Example 1.3. We can easily prove the theorem of Swan [4] that a finite group with 
cohomology H*(G; R) periodic of period k has a projective resolution of period k. 
Let 
O+J+Pk_, -+...+P,+Po+R+O 
be a resolution of R by projective RG-lattices Pi. Now 
I?‘(G; J)EI?~(G; R)=A’(G; R)=R/IGjR. 
So by Theorem 1.2, J= R’O I and I must be cohomologically trivial and thus pro- 
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jective. We need to know that there exist projective lattices Qr and Q2 such that 
J@ Q, = R @ Q2. This is shown in [4, Lemma 2. l] and in any case is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 2.2. We get a resolution, 
0-ROQ2-‘Pk_,0Q,-tPk_2j...~PojR-$0. 
But Q2 is projective and so relatively injective. This implies that it splits off 
Pk_, @ Qi and we have a resolution 
0-tRjP’jP,_2j...-*P,-fPo-$R~0. 
If M is an RG-lattice, then its dual is M* = Horn, (M, R) which we shall consider 
to be a left RG-lattice in the usual way. 
Proposition 1.4. If M is an RG-lattice, i?(G; M*)=&‘(G; M) as R-modules. 
The isomorphism is induced by the cup-product pairing. 
~‘(G;M*)@,~-i(G;M)~~o(G;M*@M)+~o(G; R) E R/IGIR. 
Proof. The case R = .Z is proved in [l] except that there the product goes 
A-‘-‘(G; Hom,(M,K/R))OR A’(G; M)s@-‘(G; K/R). 
However the short exact sequence 
0 + Horn, (M, R) -+ Horn, (M, K) -+ Horn, (M, K/R) --t 0 
for lattices gives E?‘(G; M*) E E?‘- ‘(G; Horn, (M, K/R)) so we get the result claim- 
ed. The same proof as in [l] will work for any Dedekind domain R of characteristic 
zero. q 
2. The stable category 
Some of the results of Section 1 can be seen in a more general context by moving 
from the category of RG-lattices, Lat(RG), to the stable category of RG-lattices, -. 
Lat(RG). The objects are still just the RG-lattices; the morphisms are obtained as 
follows. There is a subgroup TrRG(M, N) of Hom,o(M,N) consisting of all the 
homomorphisms which factor through a projective lattice. The morphisms in 
Lat(RG) are the elements of Hom,o(M, N) = Horn,, (M, N)/Tr,o (M, N), which is 
a finite group annihilated by 1 G 1 since JG If factors as Mw RG OR MeXf. N 
where E : RG -+ R is the augmentation. We shall denote by A%’ the isomorphism class 
of M in Lat(RG). If f~ HomRc(M, N), f will denote its image in HomRG(M, N). 
There is the following characterisation of isomorphism classes in Lat(RG). 
Proposition 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent for two RG-lattices M, N: 
(i) MEN’; 
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(ii) There exist projective RG-lattices P, and P2 such that MO PI z NO P2; 
(iii) There exist projective RG-lattices P, and P2 such that MOP, is in the same 
genus as N@P,; 
(iv) There is a cohomological equivalence M+ N. 
Proof. (iii) * (i), since 
HO%c(MN)= @ HOmRc(M,N),= @ HOmRpG(Mp,Np), 
P P 
and similarly for Hom,,(N, M). 
(i) * (ii). Let f: M-+ N, g : N+ M be such that f and g are inverse isomorphisms. 
lM-gf factors through a projective P as pa say. The composition 
ma s+P 
M-N@P-M 
is the identity so NO P=M@ X for some X. Now 
HOIll,, (x, M) = HOIIIRG (x, N) = HOmRo(X, N@ P) 
= HOmRd (X, M@ X) = HOmRG (X, M) @ HOIIIRG (X, X), 
so kkIKIRG(X, X) =O. Thus lx factors through a projective so X is projective. 
Clearly (ii) = (iii) and (i) * (iv); as for (iv) * (ii), let f: M-t N be a cohomological 
equivalence. Let P be a projective such that there is a surjection h : P+ M*; its dual 
h* : M-+ P* is an injection and is split over R. Consider f’=f @ h* : M+ N@ P*; 
it is an injection and is R-split so its cokernel L is an RG-lattice. But L is cohomo- 
logically trivial and thus projective so the exact sequence 
O--+M+N@P*+L+O 
implies that M@L=N@P*. 0 
Syzygies are now well defined in Lat(RG) by Schanuel’s Lemma so we have 
operators R”, n E Z, and Q”M is indecomposable if and only if A7 is indecom- 
posable. 
In fact Tr,, (M, N) consists of all those homomorphisms which are traces of 
R-homomorphisms from M to N, i.e. of the form C,,,g-‘fg for some fE 
Horn, (M, N). It follows that Hom(M, N) r A”(G; Horn, (M, N)). We can use this 
to define a reduced (Tate) extension bifunctor E” (M, N), n E 77. 
E” (M, N) = I?” (G; HOKlR (M, N)). 
Then 
n21, 
n= 1, 
torsion submodule of M* BRG N, n = - 1, 
nI--2. 
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There are the usual long exact sequences and also the properties 
E”(M,N)~~E”+‘(M,~N)~E”-‘(SZM,N); 
in particular E”(M, N) = E”(QA4, QN), E”(M, N) depends only on I@ and n. Note 
also that E”(R,M)z@“(G;M) and Ep”(M,R)=Gjj,_,(G;M*). 
Let us write End&(M) = E”(M,M). Then E*(M, N) is an End&(M)-End&(N)- 
bimodule and in particular E’(M, N) is an End&&‘@-EndiG(bimodule. E* 
behaves as expected with respect to localisation and completion. 
If A4 and N are projective R-lattices, then there is a natural duality pairing 
Horn, (M, N) OR HomR (N, M) -+ Horn, (M, M) -+ R 
where the first arrow is obtained by composition and the second is the trace. If M 
and N are now RG-lattices, Proposition 1.4 leads to a duality pairing 
E”(M,N)@,E-“(N,M)+R/IGIR, 
and in particular 
Hom,,(M, N)OR Hom,o(N,M) --f R/IGJR. 
The next theorem is a generalisation of Theorem 1.2 in the sense that if we put 
M= R we recover a weak form of that theorem from (i) ej (vi). 
Theorem 2.2. The following are equivalent for two RG-lattices M and N: 
(i) End&(M) is isomorphic to a submodule of E-‘(M, N) as a left End&(M)- 
module; 
(ii) EndiG is isomorphic to a quotient of E-‘(M,N) as a left End:,(M)- 
module; 
(iii) End:,(M) is isomorphic to a submodule of E’(N,M) as a right End:,(M)- 
module; 
(iv) EndiG is isomorphic to a quotient of E'(N, M) as a right End&(M)- 
module; 
(v) rii is a direct summand of Q’N; 
(vi) For any RG-lattice L such that L = !2’N there is a projective RG-lattice P 
such that M is a direct summand of L 0 P. 
Proof. By dimension-shifting on N we may assume that r = 0. (v) * (vi) * (i), . . . , (iv). 
(i) e (iv) and (ii) * (iii) by duality. (iv) * (iii) since End&(M) is projective as a 
module over itself. To complete the proof we shall show that (i) * (vi). We may 
assume that L = N. 
Let i : E’(M,M) + E’(M, N) be the inclusion. Let j= i(i,); then i is induced by 
j, i.e. i=j. By duality there is a surjection j * : E’(N,M) -+ E’(M,M) so we can find 
a keE’(N,M) satisfying j*(E)= l,, i.e. jk=i,. 
Thus jk - 1, : M-t M factors through a projective P, say jk - 1, = a/3, a : P + M, 
p : M+ P. The composition 
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k@P j-a 
M-N@P-M 
is jk-Orp= lM so M is a summand of N@P. 0 
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Corollary 2.3. If M and N are RG-lattices and for every RG-lattice X there is an 
isomorphism of left End&(X)-modules, E”(X, M) = E”(X, N), then A?fzn. 
Proof. Put X=M; by Theorem 2.2, fl=&f@ Y. Now put X= Y; then E’(Y,M)s 
E”(Y,N)aEo(Y,M)@Eo(Y, Y), so E”(Y, Y)=O and Y is projective. 0 
3. Path and cone spaces 
From now on we shall write [A, B] for HomRc(A, B). 
Proposition 3.1. Given an exact sequence 
4 
O+A-BzC+O 
in Lat(RG) we can obtain a sequence, unique up to isomorphism in Lat(RG), 
SX’d 
. ..-tQ&QBRP’Q&_.&&+C--+ Q-,A Q_‘q ---+Q-‘B-r . . . 
which yields a long exact sequence upon applying [ ,X] or [X, 1. 
Proof. Construct d by using a diagram 
o-oc-P-C-O 
d 
1 I 
O-A -B-C-O 
The long exact sequence for E*(X, ) yields 
E-‘(X,C) a - EO(X, SZC) S 
E-1(x$) a - E’(X,A) 
So we can identify what we get by applying [X, ] with the long exact sequence for 
E*(X, ) on O+A-+B-+C+O. 0 
We shall call this sequence the Puppe sequence of 0 + A + B + C -+ 0 by analogy 
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with the Puppe sequence in algebraic topology.* 
Given a homomorphism f:A -+ B, we can define a path space and a cone space 
in Lat(RG) analogous to those used for topological spaces. 
Definition. We are given a homomorphism f: A + B in Lat(RG). 
(1) Take a projective lattice P together with a homomorphism p : P + B such that 
f fp : A @P + B is surjective (e.g. if p is surjective). Let fi : L(f) -+ A @P be the 
kernel off +p. Then Ldf) is the path space off. 
(2) Take a projective lattice Q together with a homomorphism 4 : A --f Q suth that 
f @ q : A + B@ Q is injective and R-split (e.g. q the dual of a surjection Q 4.A *). 
Let f1 : B@ Q-+ C(f) be the cokernel off @q. Then Cdf) is an RG-lattice called 
the cone of f. 
Proposition 3.2. The isomorphism class of 7: A --t B in Lat(RG) determines Lu) 
and C(f). 
Proof. We shall only give the proof for L(f). That for Ccf) is dual. 
Step 1. First we show that L(f) depends only on f :A + B in Lat(RG), i.e. it is 
independent of p : P+ B. 
Suppose we have 
4 
O+K,-A@P, 
f+p, 
-B-+0, 
i2 
o-K,-A@P, 
f+Pz 
-B-rO. 
Then we get a commutative diagram 
0 
*Added in proof: these are the triangles of Verdier [5]. 
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where j, and j, are the canonical inclusions. The centre and left-hand columns give 
exact sequences 
0 0 
O-------,K 1 + K’ 
-A@P,@PZ-P -0 2 
0 0 
So K’z K1 @ P2. Similarly K’z K2 @ P, . So GzG by an isomorphism which 
commutes with ii and iz. 
Step 2. Ldf) depends only on f: A -+ B. 
Suppose we have a diagram 
O-K, 
II J-1 
-Al-B-O 1 
0-K,-A-B-O 
i2 
2 
f2 
2 
which commutes in Lat(RG) and in which x and p are isomorphisms. In the sequence 
-- 
So there is a 6 E [K,, K2] such that i2*(v) =,Li, i.e. i,v =pil. So v : K, -+ K2 can be 
added to the diagram and it still commutes in Lat(RG). By applying [X, ] to the 
entire diagram we see that v* : [X, K,] --t [X, K2] is an isomorphism for any X, so 
K, z K2 by Corollary 2.3. 0 
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We can continue this sequence in both directions: 
. .._LCf.)~LCP)~A~B~CCf)1:CCfl)~... 
and when we apply [X, ] or [ ,X] we get a long exact sequence since any three-term 
stretch is isomorphic in Lat(RG) to a short exact sequence in Lat(RG). 0 
Proposition 3.3. Any extension of the short exact sequence 0 -+ A + B+ C-t 0 in 
Lat(RG) in both directions (no longer exact) that yields the long exact sequence of 
End!&(X)-modules for E*( ,X) or E*(X, ) upon applying [ ,X] or [X, ] respec- 
tively for any RG-lattice X must be isomorphic in Lat(RG) to the Puppe Sequence. 
In particular L(f,) = a28 and C(f ‘) = K ‘A. 
Proof. If Y is a term of this sequence, then [X, Y] =E”(X,D), for some n, where 
D is either A, B or C, so [X, Y] = [X,0-“D]. Now Y=a-“D by Corollary 2.3. It 
is easy to check (and left to the reader) that these isomorphisms are compatible with 
the homomorphisms in both sequences so the sequences themselves are isomorphic 
in Lat(RG). 0 
Sometimes one wants to identify only lattices that differ by a free lattice instead 
of just by a projective. We shall say that two RG-lattices A and B are strictly stably 
equivalent if there exist free RG-lattices Fi and F2 such that A @ Fl = B @ F2. Also, 
if f: A + B is a homomorphism which extends to an isomorphism from A @ Fl to 
B@F2, then we say that f is a strictly stable equivalence. We shall denote the 
equivalence classes by [A]. Note that [QA] and [Sz- ‘A] are well defined in terms 
of [A] by using only free lattices instead of projective ones in their definition. 
Given f: A + B one can form lattices L,(f) and C,(f) in the same way as for 
L(f) and C(J) except that the projective lattices P and Q that occur in the definition 
must now be free. 
Proposition 3.4. [L,(j)] and [C,df)] are well defined in terms of [A], [B] andf, in 
the sense that if there is a diagram 
fl 1 1 f2 
V 
B,-B 2 
which commutes in Lat(RG) and in which ,I and ,u are strictly stable equivalences, 
then LMfdl= [L(fdl and [G(f~)l= [Wf2)1. 
Remark. This can be deduced from results in 131, but we give a proof here in this 
special case. 
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Proof. We shall only give the proof for [L,(J)]. 
Step 1. With f :A -+ B fixed in Lat(RG), [L,df)] is well defined. The proof goes 
exactly the same way as before. 
Step 2. By Step 1 we may assume that f :A + B is surjective (by adding a free 
lattice to A). We shall show that if S and T are free and we consider the homo- 
morphism f@ 0 : A OS --+ B @ T, then [L,df@ 0)] = [L,(J)]. 
This follows from the diagram below, in which the top row is exact since all other 
rows and columns are exact. 
0-K-K' ,s-0 
Ii*1 I 
O-A -A@O@T---+ S@T-0 
O-B -B@T PT- 
K'sK@S. But [K]=&Cf)] and [K']=[L,df@O)] by Step 1. 
Step 3. Now by Step 2 we may assume that we are given a diagram 
which commutes in G(RG). We may also assume that fi and fi are surjective 
since if not, we may take a free module F with a surjection p : F+ B and add it to 
both columns. 
-0 
f, -fi factors through a projective and therefore it also factors through a free 
lattice U, say f, - f2 = a/l. We obtain a diagram that commutes in Lat(RG): 
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I & 
O-K-K-K’-0 1 2 
I 1 
O-A 
l,‘lOP 
-A@U+---+U-0 
0 0 
So K2=U@K1 and [L,dfi)J=[L,df2+a)]=[Lsdf2)]. 0 
An example from topology 
Suppose that G acts freely and cellularly on a finite connected CW-complex X, 
where 
z, r=O,2n, 
H,(X;Z)= Em, r=n, 
0, otherwise (n # 0). 
We shall suppose that G preserves the orientation, i.e. that the induced action on 
Hzn (X; Z) is trivial. There is an induced action on H, (X; Z) which makes it into a 
ZG-lattice M. 
Let (C,}f=, be the cellular chain complex of X. Then the C, are free ZG-lattices 
and we have exact sequences: 
O-C,-C,_,-...-C,,.,-Bz,-‘O, 
O-B,,+ZZn+il+O, 
f 
O-B,,-Z,,+M+O, 
and 
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Working strictly stably we find that 
Also [Z,] = [Q ‘+ ‘Z], so the fourth 
f 
and [Ml = [W_f)l. 
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[Bzn] =0 so [Z,,] = [Z] and thus [B,] = [an-“iz]. 
exact sequence becomes 
by the discussion after the definition of E*. The isomorphism [Z, Q2nt ‘Z] =Hzn (G; Z) 
can also be obtained explicitly by letting x be the canonical generator of fi_ ,(G; Z) E 
Z/lGlZ (cf. [l]) and sendingae [Z,Q2nt1Z] to a*(x)E@_i(G; Q2”t’Z)zH2n(G; Z). 
Therefore [M] is completely determined by sZ”f E H2,(G; Z). 
Now suppose that X is an oriented manifold. It has a cobordism invariant 
a(X) E H2n (G; Z) obtained as follows. X +X/G is a G-bundle so has a classifying 
map g : X/G + BG, 
2 
X-EG 
! 1 g 
X/G - BG 
a(X) = g*([X]) where [X] is the orientation class of X/G. 
Proposition 3.5. a(X) = s2"f. 
Proof. Let (F,) be a chain complex for EG and let K, = ker(d, : F,, + F,_ ,). Then 
& : C, + F, induces a map S, lz, : Z, + K,, which is an isomorphism in Lat(ZG), 
since the complexes are acyclic up to this dimension. 
o-n-c*,-~*~-c f ntl -B-Z-C- n n n 
-K 2n ---+F2, - . . . - F n+l K,,-F - n 
This enables us to identify f with g,, f: B, --f K,, . Qn of this is just the restriction of 
if2n to g2n/z:z+K2n. The complexes (C,@,o Z) and (Fe@,, Z) compute 
H,(X/G; Z) and H*(G; Z) respectively and there is a diagram 
C 
E2” 
2n ,F 2n 
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which restricts to 
1 J 
g2n 
~-L2* 
where L,,= 
d 
ker(F,, Ore Z 4 F2” _ , Ore Z). There is a surjection q : L2,, + 
^ and qg,, (1) = a(X). Clearly g,,, factors through Kg and, since [K2n] = 
there is a surjection r: Kpn -+ Kfn/NGK2,,=a_ l(G; K2n)~H2n(G; 77). 
i2n r 
Z - Kzcn - H2n (G; z) 
iGil g2 p q I 
ZAL 2n - H,,,(G; z) 
We are identifying O”f with rgZ, (1). 
But p(K$,) is divisible by IGI in L2,, because if k E Kg, k = N,c for some c E F2n, 
since F2n is projective, so p(k) =NGc@ 1= c@NG 1 = IGl(c@ 1). We can get a new 
diagram 
8,, r 
Z-K,G,- Hzn(G; z) 
I P' 
g2, 4 
~------,L,n --2,,(G; Z) 
wherep’=IGIP’p.p’hasaleftinverse t:c@l ++ NGc so it induces an isomorphism 
on H2n(G;Z). Cl 
If X is a surface, then the bordism homomorphism o : f2p + H2(G; Z) is an iso- 
morphism (as is easily seen from the bordism spectral sequence) so every possible 
[M] can be realised by a surface, i.e. every [C,(J)] for f = Sz-“x, XE H,(G; Z) has 
a representative that is realised by the first homology group of a free action on a 
surface. 
If the action is not free it is still possible to get information. For instance if the 
singular set is finite, say V, then G permutes its elements and H,(V; Z) is a ZG- 
lattice with an augmentation E : Ho(V, Z) -+ 27. As before, we find a sequence, 
which lifts to an exact sequence in Lat(ZG), 
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so [Ml = C,(f) and f is determined by Q”f E [ii!, Q2”L(c)] z H2n_ ,(G; L(E)). 
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